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SIMULATION OF DOUBLE LAYERS 
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Introduction 

Numrrtfiil nlmitlnt ton*, carried out by Snto 

mnt Okmlit |l|> K'vr nluwn tli.it double layers rnti be 

formed by the Inn-ncnustlc Instability excited by 

electrons drifting with a speed smaller limn the 

electron therraal speed (v , < w ). Recently, the 

fortaation of steady-state small amplitude double 

layers (e*/kT< 1), associated with the lon-acoustlc 

instability was observed in a multi-magnetlc-dlpole 

double plasma device, at 1NPE (2]. Using the 

electrostatic 1-dimtnslonal computer simulation 

program (ESI), developed by Blrdsail and Langdon[3]> 

we have investigated the formation of double-layers, 

using initial conditions determined on the basis of 

the experimental results in the double plasma device. 

Numerical simulation model 

Tilt' ri<n|<iita(loiml model consists of charged 

particles moving under the action of their own and 

applied fIf Ids. The physics comes from two parts, 

the fields produced by the particles and the motion 

produced by the forces (or fields). The fields are 

calculated from Maxwell equations using the initial 

charge and current densities, obtained from the 

initial positions of all of the particles snd their 

velocities. The forces on the particles are obtained 

using the electric and magnetic fields and the 

particles are moved according to the Newton-Lorentz 

equation of motion. One then recalculates the fields 

due to the particles at their new positions and 

velocities. This procedure is repeated for many time 

steps. Periodic boundary conditions are used for the 

plasma parameters. A spatial grid is slso used to 

calculate the macroscopic charge densities and the 

electric potentials. For more details refer to 

Blrdsail and Lsngdon |3], 

Experimental observations 

The experimental results on the formation of 

ion-acoustic double layers in the multl-magnstlc-

dipole double plasma device arc described by Ludwlg 

ct al. |4). Essentially, a cold drifting electron 

beam is observed across a magnetic grid placed 

between two quiescent 'plasma* produced with different 

ilt-ii* 111 t»H mid temperatures, "the I lit irnrl !•>•• of thin 

bent» with the ambient target w:itn |>l.initii K'l"' ''••» 

an lon-acouHtlc instability respotmible for the 

appearance of an anomalous resistivity and i nun-

neutral region, or double layer. In the target 

plasma. 

A two electron temperature plasma Is formed 

in the target chamber. The behavior of the target 

plasma dependa on the density of the plasma 

electrons. The formation of a double layer was 

observed for a density ratio of beam electrons to 

plasma electrons given by n./n = 0.13 (n ' 2.4 » I09 

b P P 
cm' 3). The drift velocity, whlc'i has a constant 

value along the double layer, la v, : 20c , where c 

is the lon-acoustlc speed for a pure Argon plasma 

(or v. : 0.lOv , , where v . is the thermal velocity 

fur the niFti-drlftliiK plasm» H « t r a , H ) , Tin-

temperature ratio of beam electrons to plasma 

electrons Is T./T : 0.12. The temperature ratio of 
D p 

plasma electrons to ions in T /T. • 9.6. These 
p i 

experimental results are U3ed to determine the 

Initial conditions and the plasma characteristics to 

be introduced In the computer simulation model. 

Results and discussion 

In the computer simulation results presented 

here we hsvs considered two species of particles, 

namely the drifting electrons in the beam and tha 

ambient (target) warm plasma electrons with the 

ratio of densities and temperatures given by n./n " 

0.13 and T./T "0.12, respectively. Overall plasma 
D p 

neutrality Is maintained by a uniform, imoblle, 

positive ion background. The number of particles 

which have been tracked in the simulation were 8192 

(1006 for the beam electrons and 718A for the target 

plasma electrons) and 512 eel 15were considered In 

the macroscopic spatial grid. Although the 

mathematical model considers periodic boundary 

conditions and does not correspond exactly to the 

experimental phenomena observed (which Is non

par iodic, finite and under steady-state conditions). 

It may ba considered ss s reasonable approximation 
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!«>«• Iiitrtpirt lit* lhe pheiuiaviut occurring in til» 

target plnnm, nwny from the magnetic grid. 

The spatial variation of the electric 

potential and Its time evolution are Illustrated In 

Fig. I (for t-0) and In Fig. 2 (for t-160). which 

•how the appearance of • double layer, resulting 

frost the Interaction of the beaa electrons with the 

ambient warn electrons. Note the difference In 

scales In these figures. The snail periodic 

variations In « at t-0 are due to the algorithm 

uftrd I Four ler trnnaform) In the solution of Puinsim 

equation. The tine evolution of the thermal energy 

for the ambient plasma electrons an«! for the beam 

electrons are shown In Fig*. 3 and 4, respectively. 

Wote the transfer of thero.il energy between the 

ambient and, beam electrons. This effect Is also 

observed in the previously described experiment. 

Further work Is being developed in order to 

provide a more realistic interpretation of the 

experimental observations, including the use of a 

larger system length to reduc* the boundary effects 

and the Introduction of ion dynamics. 
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Ftg. 2. Spatial variation of the electric potential 

at t - 160. 
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Fig. 3. Time «volution of the thermal energy for the 

ambient plasma electrons. 
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Fig. I. Spatial variation of the electric potential 

at initial time. 

Fig, 4. Time «volution of the thernal energy for the 

beam electrons. 
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